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COMMISSION EXHIBIT No. 2128

D.I. May 6, 1964

EMILIO CASTILLO, Mexican Customs Inspector,
vl~wed the photograph of the "Bee 4'' bag, Commission
Exhibit C 254 and advised that the yellow markings
made on the side of the "Bee 4" bag were made by a
Customs Inspector at the time the bag was checked into
Mexico .

CASTILLO stated that the Customs Inspector
who checked the bag would have written "9/26" to show
that the bag was passed through Mexicap Customs on
that date and was okayed for entry into Mexico .
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I- .. Ib . . 4p.el FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Don May 6, 1964

MIGULI. MORENO IBARRA, Chief of Mexican Customs
Inspectors, International Bridge, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
viewed the photograph of the "Bee 4" bag marked
Commission Exhibit C 254, and stated that the yellow
markings on the side of the bag were made by a Mexican
Customs Inspector at Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, and denotes
that this particular bag passed through Customs on
September 26, 1963 .

I0ArcRA explained that the yellow crayon marking
system w - one of two methods of marking luggage used
by The Mexican Customs Inspectors . The other method
is to seal the oag with Tape or with a Customs sticker .

dhen the Mexican Customs official is busy with
a lot of people passing, through Customa, he will usually
use the yellow crayon marking system . If the Customs
official has more time he will use a sticker or colored
tape and will initial the tape or sticker .

113ARRA explained that on September 26, 1963,
there were six pe^sons on duty in addition to the chief,
and any of these persons could have checked the bag and
mad* the yellow markings thereon .
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